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The Hall effect and magnetoresistance were measured for stage-1 and -2 potassium-hydrogen-graphite
ternary intercalation compounds (KH-GIC s) in the temperature range 1.4 —250 K, in order to investigate their electronic structure and transport properties. The presence of two kinds of carriers was found:
majority carriers in the graphitic ~* bands with electron character and minority hole carriers in the
free-electron-like hydrogen 1s band. The hole carriers in the H 1s band are associated with the incomplete charge transfer to the hydrogen species. The Hall coefficient RH and conductivity tensor cr„y component exhibit large temperature dependences, which are considered to be due to the different in-plane
scattering mechanisms for the two kinds of carriers. The hole carriers were found to have high mobilities, comparable to the mobilities of the graphitic ~ electrons. The scattering mechanism for the ~
bands can be explained in terms of an acoustic-phonon scattering process with small effective masses and
a large deformation potential. On the other hand, that for the H 1s band is dominated by an acousticphonon scattering process, with a small deformation potential in the ionic K+H intercalate layers
below 80 K, in addition to a low-energy optical-phonon scattering, which is operative mainly at higher
temperatures.

I. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of donors or acceptors into the galleries of the graphite host material forms graphite intercalation compounds (GIC's), which have a metallic character because of the injection of conduction carriers into
the graphitic m. bands. GIC's form a staged structure
which is described in terms of the number of graphite layintercalate layers. Recently,
ers between sequential
ternary inamong GIC's, potassium-hydrogen-graphite
tercalation compounds (KH-GIC's} have been extensively
investigated from the viewpoint of their novel electronic
structure consisting of a two-dimensional metallic hydro'
It is known that the stage-1 donor comgen system.
pound C8K absorbs hydrogen at room temperatures
through a chemisorption process, and that it changes to
a stage-2 ternary compound C~KH„, where the hydrogen
concentration x is saturated at 0.67. ' Isostructural analogs to the KH-GIC's obtained by chemisorption are also
synthesized by the direct reaction of graphite with potasIn this case, the compositions are desium hydride.
scribed in terms of C4, KH, where s expresses the stage
number which takes on values of 1 or 2. The hydrogen
concentration x ranges around 0.8, which is larger than
the saturated concentration in the compound obtained by
hydrogen chemisorption.

"
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The hydrogen introduction in C8K affects the electronic structure through the rearrangement of the charge distribution among the constituent atoms. ' The hydrogen
that is introduced behaves as an acceptor in C8K so that
the electrons in the potassium 4s band and in the graphitic m' band are transferred to the hydrogen ls band (H ls
'
band), since hydrogen has a strong electron affinity.
After charge transfer to hydrogen, there are no electrons
in the potassium 4s band at the saturated hydrogen concentration.
It was found from x-ray' and neutron-scattering'
measurements that KH-GIC's formed K+-H -K+ triple
ionic layer sandwiches in the intercalate gallery parallel
to the stacking of the graphite layers. The in-plane structure of the intercalate is not fully understood, although
'
several models have been proposed: (2X2)R(0'),
'
(&3X+3)R(30'), and (2V3X5)R(30', 0'} (Refs. 11,17,
and 18} superstructures related to the graphite unit cell.
Assuming the ( 2&3 X 5 )R ( 30', 0 ) superstructure which is
' the
most convincing from the recent neutron study,
shortest interatomic distance of the hydrogen atoms is estimated to be 2.96 A, which is shorter than or about the
'
ions, 3.08 A. This
same as the diameter of the H
means that the wave functions of adjacent hydrogen
anions H can overlap with each other to form an extended electronic structure in the two-dimensional hydro-

'
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'

gen lattice.
In addition to the novel structure of the twodimensional hydrogen lattice, an interesting hydrogen
The preselectronic state was recently demonstrated. '
ence of two kinds of carriers has been found through dethermoelectric power,
tailed studies of the 'H-NMR,
and Shubnikov —de Haas
electronic specific heats, ' '
measurements. ' One has a large concentration of electron carriers in the graphitic m. * bands introduced by the
charge transfer between graphite and the intercalate, and
the other relates to hole carriers in the ionic intercalate
layers whose concentration is so small that they can be
neglected in comparison with the electron carriers to a
eviBased on experimental
first approximation.
' it is thought that the hole carriers are asdence, '
sociated with an incompletely filled H 1s band. This
metallic hydrogen
means that a novel two-dimensional
state is present in the intercalate, taking into account the
two-dimensional
structure of the hydrogen lattice. The
metallic hydrogen state demonstrated by the experiments
is supported by the recent band calculations by Mizuno
and Nakao. '
It is therefore important to obtain information on the
transport properties of the carriers and on the electronic
structure of these compounds in order to clarify the details of the novel metallic hydrogen state, in comparison
with the hydrogen in transition metals which have been
systems.
extensively studied as typical metal-hydrogen
In this paper, we present results of measurements of the
Hall effect and transverse magnetoresistance for stage-1
and stage-2 KH-GIC's, which give information on the
mobilities of the electron and hole carriers, and we discuss the conduction mechanism of both types of carriers.

'

~

.
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the samples as electrodes. The Hall voltage (the direction
field) and transverse voltage (the direcis current and
field) were measured by use of a
tion is current and
Keithley 181 nanovoltmeter using direct currents of 10 or
20 mA parallel to the c plane. The measurements up to
23 T were performed by use of a Bitter-type magnet. A
fast Fourier transform was performed to analyze the observed Shubnikov —de Haas oscillations.

l

l

~~

l

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
results
Figures 1 and 2 show the magnetoresistance
hp/po and the Hall resistivity p„ for stage-1 and -2 KHGIC's (sample indices are labeled by No. n ) as a function
of magnetic field B up to 23 T at different temperatures,
where po is the resistivity at zero magnetic field and
Ap(T, B)=p(T, B) —
p(T, O). For both stages, the magnetoresistance decreases with increasing temperature, as
shown in Fig. 2. Since hp/po is generally zero on the
basis of the simple one-carrier model with a closed orand magnetic-field
the presence of temperature
bit,
dependences in hp/po suggests that the band structure
cannot be expressed in terms of a simple one-carrier model. Shubnikov —de Haas (SdH) oscillations are observed
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II. EXPERIMENT
KH-GIC samples were synthesized by means of the
direct intercalation method" with potassium hydride and
oriented pyrolytic
(Union Carbide
highly
graphite
HOPG). Potassium hydride and HOPG were heat treated in a vacuum-sealed Pyrex glass tube. Stage-1 KH-GIC
samples were obtained under these conditions in the temperature range 380'C-430'C for one to two weeks, and
stage-2 KH-GIC in the range 210'C-250'C for two to
four months. The products were reddish-violet for the
stage-1 KH-GIC, and dark blue for stage-2 KH-GIC.
They were characterized
by means of (001) x-raydiffraction patterns. The c-axis repeat distances I, were
8.54 and 11.90 A for stage-1 and -2 KH-GIC's, respectively. The x-ray-diffraction
patterns suggested that
stage-1 samples contained a trace of the stage-2 KH-GIC
(less than 5%), while no second phases were found in
stage-2 samples.
The Hall resistance and transverse magnetoresistance
were measured for a magnetic field parallel to the c axis.
The measurements were performed under the conditions
of (1) up to magnetic fields of 23 T at liquid-helium temperatures (4.2 K) and (2) up to 9 T in the temperature
range 1.4 —250 K. Typical sample dimensions were
4 X 8 XO. 3 mm . Six copper or gold wires with diameters
of 50 or 100 pm were cemented by use of silver cement on
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FIG. 1. Magnetic-field dependence of (a) the magnetoresistance hp!po normalized by the zero-field resistivity po, and (b)
the Hall resistivity p„„ for stage-1 —No. 1 and stage-2 —No. 2
KH-GIC samples at 4.2 K up to 23 T.
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FIG. 2. Temperature

dependence of (a) the magnetoresistance 6/p/po and (b) the Hall resistivity p„~ for a stage-1-No. 3
KH-GIC sample up to 9 T. The observed jumps in the 1.54-K
(at 1 and 4T) and 40-K {at 4 and 6 T) curve in p„~ are caused by
changes in instrumental conditions.

for both compounds above 6 T below 10 K, as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. In the stage-2 KH-GIC, a low-frequency
SdH oscillation is observed below 10 K whose oscillation
vanishes above 2.5

T, as shown in Fig. 1.
The Ha11 coelcient R& is defined in terms of the Hall
In the case of a oneresistivity p„» as RH=p„ /B.
carrier model for metallic states, no magnetic-field dependence is expected for RH, so that p „should be proportional to 8. The observed field dependences of p„ for
both stage compounds do not obey a simple linear function of 8 as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and suggest that the
one-carrier model is not able to explain the transport
properties of KH-GIC's. As shown in Fig. 3, we estimate
RH as a function of temperature at 8=1 T where the
is realized. The
linear magnetic-field dependence
estimated RH has a sample dependence, and it is believed
that the sample dependence comes partly from experimental errors in the determination of the distances between electrodes, and partly from impurity levels that
vary from one sample to another. The negative signs of
the observed RH over the whole temperature range indicate that the predominant carriers are electrons. [One of
the stage-1 samples (No. 3) had small positive values of
the Hall coefticient in the temperature range from 40 to
120 K, as shown in Fig. 3.] Whereas 8& tends to become
less negative with increasing temperature in the stage-2
KH-GIC, the RH measurements show a large tempera-

p„~8

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the Hall coeScient RB
estimated at 1 T. o,
and C3 denote RH for stage-1 KH-GIC
samples (sample indices Nos. 3, 4, and 5, respectively), and
and & for stage-2 samples (Nos. 6 and 7, respectively). The
solid and dotted lines denote the estimated RH from the optical
2. 74X10
studies (Refs. 24 and 25) for stage 1 (AH = —
cm3C ') and stage 2 (RH = —3. 88 X 10 ' cm' C ') KH-GIC's,
respectively, on the basis of a one-carrier model.

J,

6

ture dependence with the maximum value at about 80 K
in the stage-1 KH-GIC (where the absolute value is a
minimum).
Optical re6ectance experiments ' suggest
that the majority carriers are associated with the graphitic m electrons which have electron character. If we assume that the
data are explained in terms of only one
kind of m-electron carrier in this system, RH must be independent of temperature, and inversely proportional to
carrier concentration. In Fig. 3, we also show (with solid
and dotted lines) the estimated RH on the basis of a onecarrier model (RH =1/ne ) with one kind of electron carrier on the graphitic m* bands whose concentration n is

80

calculated from the optical experiments. ' The temperature dependence of the observed R~ within experimental error significantly deviates from the estimated R~.
Thus the nonlinear magnetic-field dependence in p„„and
the strong temperature dependence in RH (with a change
in sign to positive values around 80 K for the stageNo. 3 sample) in the experiments suggest the coex1—
istence of electron and hole carriers, and this interpretation is also consistent with thermoelectric power experiments. The contribution of the hole carriers to RH in
the stage-2 KH-GIC seems to be smaller than that in the
stage-1 KH-GIC, since the experimental results in the
stage-2 KH-GIC show a weaker temperature dependence
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of RH and more negative RH values.
We convert the measured resistivities to conductivity
tensors which depend on the applied magnetic field to estirnate the carrier concentrations and mobilities. The
conductivity tensors o.„„and cr„are related to resistivity
tensors p„„and p„according to
Pxx
XX

Pxx +Pxy
Pxy

Xy

(2)

Pxx +Pxy

Using Eqs. (1) and (2), o„„and o„ for the stage-1 —No. 1
and stage-2 —No. 2 KH-GIC samples are calculated as a
function of magnetic field up to 23 T at 4.2 K and the results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In the stage-1-No. 1
KH-GIC sample, a contribution from hole carriers with
positive signs in o„ is clearly observed below 1 T. In
systems with multiple carriers, o „x and O,y are expressed
as a function of magnetic field by the following equations:
n, /e, /p,

+xx

(3)

1+(p;8)
n,

;e;p;B

(4)

1+(p;8)

Here n; are the carrier concentrations and p; are the
mobilities for the ith carriers. Since the hole and electron
carriers contribute to Eq. (4) with opposite signs, the

..
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magnetic-field dependence is more evident in o. than in
o. for a system with coexisting electron and hole carriers. Therefore, we gave a large weight to the o„data
in the least-squares fitting of the experimental results
with the magnetic-field dependence expressed in Eq. (4).
In the stage-1 KH-GIC samples, a two-carrier model
where
was employed to fit the experimental data for
the fitting parameters n, and p, were used for the electrons and nz and p& for the holes. The best-fitting curves
for the stage-1-No. 1 KH-GIC sample as a function of
magnetic field up to 23 T at 4.2 K are shown in Fig. 4
with the experimental results. The concentration of electron carriers n, is estimated to be on the order of 10
cm
and the mobility p, about 1000 cm V 's '. The
concentration of hole carriers nh is estimated to be on the
order of 10' cm
and the mobility IM& is comparatively
large, about 7000 cm V 's ' at 4.2 K. Therefore, n, is
10 to 100 times larger than nI, .
We also calculate cr„„as a function of magnetic field as
shown in Fig. 4, using Eq. (3) with the best-fitting parameters obtained for o.
The magnitude of the predicted
cr„ is about one-half as small as the observed cr„, although we have qualitative agreement in the rnagneticfield dependence between the predicted and observed cr„„.
This discrepancy in cr is attributed to experimental errors corning from the determination of the distance between electrodes.
Using Eq. (4), the estimated mobilities from the a„
data at 4.2 K in the stage-1 samples are summarized in
Table I, which shows the sample dependence in the mag-
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FIG. 4. Field dependence of o.„„and o„~ for a stage-1 —No. 1
KH-GIC sample at 4.2 K up to 23 T. The inset in the o.„~ plot
denotes the details of the positive contribution below 1 T. The
solid lines indicate the best-fitting curves on the basis of the

two-carrier model (one electron and one hole): n, =8. 1X10
nz =2. 6X10'
p, =1050 cm V ' s ', and
JMq=7000cm V 's
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FIG. 5. Field dependence of o. and o. ~ for a stage-2 —No. 2
KH-GIC sample up to 23 T. The solid lines indicate the bestfitting curves on the basis of the three-carrier model (two electrons
cm V

and one hole):

n, , =1.8X10

's ', and pp=1900cm

V

's

cm

', n, 2=1.6X10
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TABLE I. Estimated mobilities (cm V ' s ') from o curve
fittings at 4.2 K. The subscripts e denote the electron carriers
and h the hole carriers (see the text). The lines for samples 4, 6,
and 7 mean that reasonable mobility values could not be calculated due to large ambiguity in the estimation.

Stage

1

sample
1

3

KH-GIC

Stage 2 KH-GIC

Pe

Pa

1050
3000

7000
4000

782

781

sample
2

Pe, 2

200

1900

6
7

4
5

Pe, ]

2000

nitude of p, and p&. The sample dependence is attributed
to a difference in the strength of the impurity scattering
in the samples, as mentioned above in discussing the sample dependence of RH.
The magnetic-field dependence of o.
to 9 T was
obtained at several temperatures in the stage-1-No. 3
KH-GIC sample, as shown in Fig. 6, and the results exhibit a large temperature dependence.
There is some
small discrepancy in the behavior of o between Figs. 4
and 6 at liquid-helium temperatures, which is thought to
be due to a difference in impurity concentrations in the
samples, as mentioned above. It is probable that the sam-

„up

I

I

Stage 1-No. 3

-100

(a)

1.54

K

-200

-300
0

(

E

~

r ~ J'

~

~~
~

~

.~v

pie shown in Fig. 4 (sample No. 1) is purer than that in
Fig. 6 (sample No. 3) because of the presence of clearer
SdH oscillations. In Fig. 6, we also show the fitting
curves for each of the three temperatures after the leastsquares fitting. Basically the behavior of the observed
is electron dominant over the whole temperature
o
range (1.54, 80, and 140 K). However, in the field dependence at 80 K, a small contribution from hole carriers is
seen at low magnetic fields below 3 T.
We next show the conductivity tensors for the stage-2
KH GI C 0 y must go to zero at extremely high field, as
demonstrated in Eq. (4). Then, in the o„~ vs B curve for
the stage-2 —No. 2 KH-GIC sample shown in Fig. 5, two
minima with negative signs should be found around 3 T
and at a field higher than 25 T. Moreover, it seems that a
small concentration
of hole carriers might also be
present, and might also contribute to increasing the experimental value of cr„, in the o. „„vsB curve. Therefore,
the fitting parameters of o.
obtained by means of a
three-carrier model (two electrons and one hole) in Fig. 5.
The electron carrier concentrations n, , and n, 2, where
the subscripts denote band indices, are estimated to be
about the same, about 10 cm . The electron mobility
p, &, whose contribution strongly influences the minimum
in a. „around 3 T in Fig. 5, is estimated to be around
200 cm V ' s '. The electron mobility p, 2, which
strongly affects the decrease in o. at high fields, is about
200 cm V 's ', so that the mobilities for these two
kinds of electron carriers differ by about one order of
magnitude. The concentration nz and mobility pz for the
hole carriers are found to be on the order of 10 cm
and 2000 cm V ' s ', respectively.
The estimated
mobilities are summarized in Table I. The observed two
kinds of electron carriers are reasonable due to the two m.
bands in stage 2. The fitting parameters of the experimental o.
in comparatively
good agreement with
o.
shown in Fig. 5. However, the estimated electron
and hole concentrations are too small and large, respectively, in comparison with the estimated concentrations
by the 'H-NMR (Ref. 3) and optical measurements.
Then, the estimated carrier concentrations from Fig. 5
are not accurate, perhaps due to experimental errors and
the influence of the zone-folded m bands. '
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, in the traces for the magnetoresistance and the Hall resistivity, SdH oscillations are
observed above 6 T in the temperature range below 10 K
for both stage-1 and -2 KH-GIC's. The SdH frequency
F, and its corresponding Fermi-surface cross-sectional
area S, (Ref. 27) are listed in Table II for the stage-1 —No.
1 and stage-2 —
No. 2 samples in comparison with previous results by Enoki et al. ' It is likely that the lack of
oscillations in the stage-1 —No. 1 sample
high-frequency
in comparison with the results of Ref. 21 may be caused
by inhomogeneities of the samples. In the stage-2 —No. 2
KH-GIC sample, a fundamental oscillation is observed at
2527 T (F&) in addition to the oscillations observed in the
previous paper. ' A SdH oscillation I' with a frequency
of 2. 10 T is also observed below 2.5 T for the stage-2
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B(T}
FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of o. ~ for a stage-1 —No. 3
KH-GIC sample. The solid lines indicate the best-fitting curves
on the basis of the two-carrier model with constant carrier concentrations, n, =2. 2X10 ' cm ' and n&=8. 0X10 cm '. (a)
p, =3000 cm V 's ', pz =4000 cm V 's ' at 1.54 K, (b)
'
at 80 K, and (c)
JM, =669 cm V 's ', pi, =1136 cm V 's
'
's
's
',
at 140 K. The obp, =255 cm V
pI, =369 cm V
served jumps between 2 and 4 T at 1 54 K are caused by instru~

mental conditions.

KH-GIC.
We analyze the ~-band Fermi surfaces of the stage-2

..
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TABLE II. Observed SdH frequencies F and corresponding
1 and stage-2 —
No. 2 KH-GIC samples.

16 111

Fermi-surface cross-sectional areas

S of

stage-1 —No.

Stage

F (T)
107

1

KH-GIC (No. 1)
S (A )

Stage 2 KH-GIC (No. 2)

F (T)

F (T)'

2. 10

30
106
647
4000

0.0102

264
791
1410
2527

S(A

)

0.000201
41
283
763
1525

0.0252
0.0755
0. 135
0.241

'Reference 21.

KH-GIC on the basis of the SdH effect. The twodimensional ~-band model
can be used for the analysis
of the electronic structure since the m electrons are well
separated from the holes in the hydrogen band by the
ionized potassium layers. We neglect the FR =2527 T frequency since this SdH oscillation is less reproducible if
we compare the present results with the results in Ref. 21
and the oscillation gives a larger Fermi energy than that
estimated from the optical studies. ' Thus, if we assign
the SdH frequencies Fs =791 T (corresponding to the
Fermi wave number k++=0. 155 A ') and F, =1410 T
to the Fermi wave number kz =0.207
(corresponding
0
A ') to be the cylindrical Fermi surfaces for the upper
and the lower graphitic m. * band, respectively, ' the intralayer and interlayer resonance integrals are estimated
to be y0=2. 9 eV and y, =0. 32 eV, respectively, using the
Fermi energy E+=1.13 eV obtained by the optical studies. ' These values for yo and y, are in good agreement
with the reported values for graphite: y0=3. 12 eV and
9
The charge transfer per carbon atom c
y& =0. 377 eV.
=0.028. For
(Refs. 28 and 30) is also estimated to be
the composition of C8KHO 8 the charge transfer of hy—0. 97, taking into acdrogen H is estimated to be
count the charge neutrality among C, K, and H, since the
K 4s orbital is completely empty. ' The finding that H
is nearly —1 is consistent with the results of the optical
experiments.
Here, we show the modification of the Fermi surfaces
by the in-plane zone-folding effects, on the basis of the
SdH oscillations. It has been believed that the in-plane
superstructure of the intercalate for KH-GIC's forms a
(2+3X5)R(30', 0') lattice by recent x-ray and neutron
experiments,
whose Brillouin zones are illustrated
in Fig. 7 with the original Brillouin zone of graphite. The
low-frequency oscillation y observed in the stage-2 KHGIC just fits a Fermi surface modified by the in-plane
zone-folding effects for the upper n' bands (+ ) when adjacent original Fermi surfaces overlap with each other in
the folded Brillouin zone.
On the other hand,
(2X2)R(0 ) and (+3X+3)R(30 ) superstructures,
which were suggested in early works on the in-plane
structure of KH-GIC's, ' ' cannot make the in-plane
zone-folding effects because the lower vr bands kz (generally & kF+ ) are smaller than one-half of the distance between the centers of the nearest-neighborhood
Fermi surfaces, 0.851 and 0.983 A
for the 2 X2 and &3 X V'3 superstructures, respectively. Therefore, the experimental

fc

f

f„=

f

f

fact suggests that the 2&3 X 5 superstructure forms the
in-plane zone-folded Fermi surfaces in KH-GIC's.
The origin of the frequency F has two possibilities:
one from residue graphite regions and the other from the
Fermi surfaces modified by the zone-folding effects. Pristine graphite has three oscillations (0.34, 4.52, and 6. 14 T)
(Ref. 31) which are different from the observed frequency
F =2. 10 T. Moreover, the observed oscillation F has
the identical frequency for all the stage-2 samples investigated in the present measurements, even though the quality varies depending on samples. Therefore, the oscillation is considered to be associated with the electronic
structure modified in the folded Brillouin zone.
IV. DISCUSSION

of the carriers in
and SdH studies '
suggested that the majority electron carriers originate
from the graphitic m* bands in KH-GIC's, while 'HNMR studies
revealed the presence of minority hole
carriers associated with the incompletely filled H 1s band.
The ratio of the local density of states for hydrogen sites
N„(EF ) to the total density of states N(E~) is estimated
to be NH(Ez)/N(E+)-0. 01 for stage-2 CsKHO». The
stage-1 KH-GIC has a larger NH(Ez) than the stage 2.
The Seebeck coeScient indicates a positive contribution
We discuss the transport

properties

KH-GIC's. The optical reflectance

'

"' '

~

~

~

I

x

FIG. 7. The first Brillouin zone of a (2&3X5)R(30,0 ) superlattice which is illustrated with respect to the graphitic hexagonal Brillouin zone. o The length of a side in the graphitic Brillouin zone is 1.703 A . The small full circles indicate the
centers of the Fermi surfaces in the superlattice.
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below 30 K for both stage-1 and stage-2 KH-GIC's which
is attributed to the diffusion term of the hole carriers.
The experimental findings of the coexistence of majority
electron carriers and minority hole carriers are supported
by the theoretical studies done by Mizuno and Nakao. '
They demonstrated the presence of a H 1s hole band with
free-electron character which is superposed on the graphitic m* bands, giving rise to the majority electron car-

riers.
The present results on the Hall effect and magnetoresistance are consistent with the electronic structures
demonstrated by these experiments and theories. o. in
Figs. 5 and 6 prove that there is one kind of electron carrier and one kind of hole carrier for the stage-1 KH-GIC
sample, and two kinds of electron carriers and one kind
of hole carrier for the stage-2 KH-GIC sample. As mentioned above, the small Fermi surfaces generated by the
zone-folding effects for the graphitic m' bands can give
small concentrations
of additional carriers, some of
which will be of hole character. However, the contributions to the transport of the carriers belonging to these
small Fermi surfaces are effective only at low temperatures, since the thermal energy will work to restore the
original m bands if the thermal energy exceeds the energy
gaps generated by the zone folding. This means that, at
liquid-helium temperatures, the observed positive values
of o„ in the stage-1 —No. 1 sample (see Fig. 4) can include contributions from the small m*-band Fermi surfaces generated by the zone-folding effects, while the hole
carriers observed between 40 and 120 K in the stage1—
No. 3 sample (see Fig. 6) are attributed to the H ls
band with two-dimensional free-electron character. This
is consistent with the experimental findings that the positive contribution to o. has a larger sample dependence
at lower temperatures than those at higher temperatures
above 40 K.
We discuss the behavior of the carriers on the basis of
a two-carrier model with the graphitic ~ electrons and
holes in the H 1s band for the stage-1 KH-GIC. Figure 8
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temperatures, since the magnetic-field dependence is well
characterized in terms of electron and hole carriers in
this temperature range. The results show that p& /p, increases with increasing temperature, reaches a maximum
value at about 80 K, and decreases with further increase
in temperature.
From a comparison between Figs. 3 and
8, we can see that the contribution of the hole carriers to
o. around 80 K is related to the maximum in the Rz vs
T curve. This means that, in the intermediate temperature range, the mobilities of the holes are more enhanced
than those of the electrons in comparison with the lower
and higher temperature range, even though the whole
transport process is dominated by electron carriers over
the whole temperature range. The experimental fact that
pl, /p, depends on temperature suggests that the conduction processes of the two kinds of carriers are different
from each other. The large temperature dependence of
the mobility ratio pl, /p, is classified into two regions: (1)
pz/p, increases with increasing temperature for T~ 80
K. (2) pz /p, decreases with temperature for T ~ 80 K.
At liquid-helium temperatures in Region 1, the impuriIt is assumed that
ty scattering process is predominant.
the graphitic m electrons are scattered by lattice defects
associated with boundaries of the graphene sheets, while
the hole carriers in the H 1s band are predominantly scattered by ionic impurities and vacancies in the intercalate
layers. The strength of the impurity scattering depends
on the quality of the samples, as the mobility ratio
pz/p, has a large sample dependence. Moreover, the
contribution of the hole carriers in the H 1s band and
that generated from the zone-folding effects for the m*
band both modify the observed conductivities in the lowtemperature region. Then, the intrinsic contribution of
the H 1s hole carriers is ambiguous at low temperatures,
as we can see the difference in the behaviors of o. between Figs. 4 and 6. Therefore, we cannot make any
clear interpretation for the behavior of the hole mobility
in this low-temperature range.
Above 10 K (Region 1), the acoustic-phonon scattering
process becomes predominant for both electron and hole
carriers. The graphitic m electrons in GIC's have large
mobilities on the order of 10 cm V 's ' at intermediate temperatures,
since the graphitic m-bands have
small effective masses (-O. lm, ). The behavior of the
mobilities in ordinary GIC's is analogous to the electron
carriers in the ~* bands of KH-GIC's which also have
small effective masses
01 —0. 2m, ).7 s ' Here, we
discuss the reason why the hole carriers in the H 1s band
have large mobilities as well as the mobilities of the graphitic ~-electron carriers in intermediate temperatures
(Region 1, see Fig. 8). In KH-GIC's, while the effective
masses of the graphitic m electrons mc, where subscript
C denotes the graphitic ~* band, are small as discussed
above, those of the holes in the H 1s band mz, where
subscript H denotes the H 1s band, are about 3m, with

,

I
I

0

shows the temperature dependence of the mobility ratio
p&/p, for the stage-1 —No. 3 KH-GIC sample estimated
from the least-squares fitting of o.„y In the intermediate
temperature range around 80 K, the estimated values of
pz /p, are more accurate than those at lower and higher
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FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the mobility ratio pI, /p,
estimated from the best fitting o. ~ for a stage-1 —No. 3 KH-GIC
sample. The dashed line at 80 K indicates the boundary between the low-temperature region (1) and the high-temperature
region (2) where the ratio pI, /p, has different temperature
dependences from each other.
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free-electron character, as estimated
two-dimensional
from the band calculations by Mizuno and Nakao. '
Therefore, the large difference in the effective masses between the two carriers indicates a higher mobility for the
graphite m electrons than the holes in the H 1s band. The
disagreement with the experimental results can be explained in terms of the difference in deformation potentials for the electron-phonon
coupling related to the
acoustic phonons between the m. electrons in the graphite
layers and the holes in the K+H ionic intercalate layers.
The relaxation times ~„ for the acoustic-phonon scattering process in the two-dimensional metallic state are expressed by the following equation:

D2k~ T
27rIc d Av

X

f f

dq

deq{5[E(k+q) —E(k)]

+5[E(k —q) —E(k)]],

(5)

where D denotes the deformation potential, d the crystal
density, v the sound velocity, and q and k are the in-plane
wave vectors. In stage-1 GIC's, the energy dispersions of
the graphitic n. band and the H 1s band are given by the
following equations:

E =Pok,

(6)

Rk

(7)

2mB

respectively, where po=3yob/2 where b (=1.42 A) is
the in-plane C-C distance. Using Eqs. (5) —(7), the ratio of
the relaxation times between the graphitic m' band
and the H 1s band ~„H is obtained as follows:
'2 A' 2

~„c

ac

c

dH

UHDc

kc

dc

cDH

m Hpo
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/p, with increasing temperature up to 80 K is considered to be caused by the different energy dispersion relations between the two kinds of bands, as described in
Eqs. (6) and (7). The temperature dependence of these
carrier relaxation times is not known exactly. However,
the difference in the band dispersions will give different
temperature dependences in the carrier relaxation times
for the two carriers.
Above 80 K (Region 2), the contribution of the hole
carriers rapidly decreases, as shown in Figs. 3 and 8. In
the phonon states of KH-GIC's, there coexist acoustic
and low-energy optic phonons. The experimental results
of the lattice specific heats give the Einstein temperature
Oz-58 K for optic phonons related to the K+H ionic
intercalate in the stage-2 KH-GIC, ' ' while pristine
Since the opgraphite has no low-energy optic phonons.
tic phonons contribute to scattering processes at high
temperatures, the decreasing pz/p, above 80 K means
that the optic phonons excited at high temperatures
above Hz scatter the hole carriers in the intercalate consisting of the K+-H -K+ ionic lattice. However, the m
electrons in the graphitic layers are not much affected by
the excitations of the optic phonons in the intercalate layers. For the hole carriers, the relaxation time associated
with optic phonons is expressed as

ing pz

v, H=C exp

OE

(9)

where C is a constant dependent on the optic-phonon freEquation (9) suggests that the relaxation time
quency.
related to the optic-phonon scattering process rapidly decreases at high temperatures for the hole carriers. The
trend of the temperature dependence expressed in Eq. (9)
is consistent with the behavior of pz /p„as demonstrated
in Fig. 8.

(8)

In Eq. (8), we put 21H-dc and kc=0. 247 A ' [by use
of yo=2. 9 eV and Ec = l. 53 eV (Refs. 24 and 25}] for the
stage-1 KH-GIC according to the discussion in Ref. 32.
(The factor of 2 in Eq. (5) in Ref. 32 should be deleted. )
The sound velocities might be 6vH —
vc because the Debye temperatures of potassium hydride and graphite inplane are 409 (Ref. 35} and 2480 K, respectively. The
deformation potential Dc for the graphitic layers is large
with a magnitude of 16 eV. The Fermi energy for the H
1s band is small, ranging around 0.6 eV from the band
calculations. ' Thus the deformation potential DH related to the acoustic phonons for the holes in the intercalate
layer is considered to be 0.4 eV by use of D =2E~/3. Using Eq. (8) with the above estimated parameters and
effective masses, the mobilities of the electrons in the graphitic ~' band and the holes in the H 1s band associated
with the acoustic-phonon scattering processes are found
to be pH- pc or JMH (pc. This estimation is qualitatively
in good agreement with the present experimental results
). Thus the large mobility of the hole carriers in
(pq
the H 1s band is caused by the small deformation potentia1 which counteracts the effect of the heavy effective
mass in the transport processes. In Region 1, the increas-

-p,

..

V. CONCLUSION

The Hall effect and magnetoresistance for stage-1 and
-2 KH-GIC's were investigated up to 23 T between 1.4
and 250 K to examine the electronic structure and the
transport mechanisms of KH-GIC's with the coexistence
of carriers in the graphitic ~ bands and the hydrogen 1s
band.
In the stage-1 KH-GIC, RH and cr„~ have large temperature dependences which are interpreted to reflect the
coexistence of majority electron carriers from the graphitic ~* bands with minority holes from the H 1s band.
The experimental results are analyzed on the basis of a
two-carrier model. The hole carriers were found to have
high mobilities (on the order of 10 cm V 's ') comparable to the mobilities of the graphite ~ electrons. The
mobility ratio pz /p, has a large temperature dependence
indicating different transport mechanisms for these two
types of carriers. The behavior of the estimated mobility
ratio pz /p, is classified into two temperature regions, depending on the scattering mechanism of the hole carriers.
The high mobility of the hole carriers in the H 1s band is
explained in terms of a small deformation potential for
acoustic pkonon scattering below 80 K, and is affected by
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the optic phonons generated in the K+H ionic intercalate layers above 80 K.
The temperature dependence of RH in the stage-2
KH-GIC is smaller than that of the stage-1 KH-GIC.
Accordingly, the RH behavior indicates that the holes in
the stage-2 KH-GIC infIuence the transport properties
less than those in the stage-1 KH-GIC.
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